
To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible. • . • • • •

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. -

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. '

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely, ,
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I folly support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. ' . . .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you. .

Sincerely,
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible. • • . - " . . .

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely, ,,
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I folly support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. - ,

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's ralemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you:

Sincerely,
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions. •
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you;

Sincerely, ; . ' • • •
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems bom before and after birth..

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you;

Sincerely. .
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy then- developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. . .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-speeific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you. •.

Sincerely,
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nam, SlSrEPj&ZPti'fflAPlAft
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions.released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. -

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. -

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-speeific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you. .

Sincerely,
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I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I folly support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible. .

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name / / / . v ^ ^ ^yW'r^^^fc^^x •
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible, for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name / ^ ^ ' X C (JMO£
Address •3gft - S - 5C'6/c cT

Email 6l£f«te?-£ AftL



To the Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The PEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you. . . . •

Sincerely,

Name M^t/ fc^^lA^

Address | D\. ^ ^ O'[ • ^ •7 0 * S h • .

City |? M ' ^ state Y A Zip / ^ ^ ^

ii Yh6iAm\yt<<J. (P Lj<> -/W*t / /y c P ^

zi r ^_L 4 / o%



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule, came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ~TFlt' COf/EfJ FAWH/
Address °feR /

cityvyfertan^T/mtfAJ Le• PA a , - / f e



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

f̂ V \

^1°( j\l. OilftUWi k
9rb a,\C>^v

Email S p l l A ^ - o X y , @ . f̂h V»»>C<

Phone .^fl L/fl W4-L



To the Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name M, [\u* \

Address ffiH W ^ l ? W \ ^ W V

City f k W J ^ % State ^ Zip

\<Wk«c U a <W)-. *-^'
Phone 4& "V 2>S 6 3"4



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you. ;

Sincerely,

Name SeXefYL OOlOG-V^

Address 3 ( Q \ (^A\ \^ rv^oro gc\ n?hd.-^.l,

City BpnTioJH^rT State P ^ - Zip )QC(oH

Email r>-f A ^ Q A Y V N fvr \ r\^~ ?Cc~> W cr\- nr> n A \ •. P o /Y^

Phone /flf0- U4o- 7 4 7 H



To the Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

AA^ffl.Vfjjflsfry\
Address_

SbnOcCity. .ftnQr
uf^or^lvd. 4%A. f|.

L^n("P7^0? UrSfTvvx̂  1. r'rtVK
&0~-

ColOCn^O M-



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible. •

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. -

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name A L ^ • \ \ J ^ S r u \ — c ^ w J A ^ -

Address *^c?*~7 -̂VC ^ <^<-v^ ^ p ^ ' ^ s I— w.

City L^^Se<--A-a- State PA- Zip McH7



To the Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely, . S?

Name %&&*•< Vm&L> r - -

Address ^ ° > • SfW& ^t 4^^

Citv p j f [ U p 6 . f t k A •--• sate f H zip p ) / g ^
Email a- rwMor-9 ^ r w l CPA\
Phone ^ m - 4 ' H O



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems bom before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you; . ; .

Sincerely,

Name A l ^ - VV': 1 V > hAttS'

City 9 U a U ^ \ State (j>\ ZinlW^

Email yvV&o MAUS <> I H ^ D ^ Lod -^.g-uw.

Phone ^ ( ^ M 7 Q ^ q g Q



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to.allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a. state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,-

Name MA#K V CMRlS /x6uJ?~
Address 4f/% ^%WcA 0b.
CitvtlfK/P/JPAPfi* Stated Zh>:/9O27.



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name i C ^ I 1^1^1/64////^/

Address

City f/Vft/ffytTfrWA/ State ^ > f Zip /7 f f f f

Email roi-JQ \J£~1 > ((r<L/Z)^J *{/•• (£> VjAj/rifi

Phone f f r - J & Z - K -



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The heaMti effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Duality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Envkonrnay^yg?:ote®tion (HEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This •
rule camj^^of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
envirorln§jgl| organizations, and exacts. I support the state-specific rule that does not

Sincerely,

Name ij^ftU (3'fyAt*^)

Address MdM | 4 ^ m ^ . A ^ • •' _

City ^^KFU-fajr^ State ^ 4 Zip 1 1 C Z ^

Email 0k v d J > 115 ^>\<d i \ g-S -fl M<v,-U*o. C 6)T\



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process mat included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions. , .

Thank you.

Sincerely,

N#& hi
Address flfffi \M^^\
City [ 4 K \ f e O A 3 l J ,-_• v.



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. -

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to.allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you. .

Sincerely,

'jfezA+ZJAGM t^t'lBAu

city EEnmttm .bmOA ap ^026
Email — "

6/$J -7SO-%%</



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions. .

Thank you;

Sincerely,

Name ^ V3/ZLU ftftiftW

Address ( 3 ^ 4 L O C ^ T ^ t ^ K

City_fkjWW^6L__ S t a t e d Zip 14(06

Email Sx(dh, \?dA/rW §xvnrn 1 CAn



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you;

Sincerely,

Name ^ - — ^
k mv\r\

Address #%fi# L-Of^4r S± , &V £

City ^ i / M L k State^A Zip M / Q ?

% ciJk,/ r̂  W Wiw/ /.
Phone ^C>2- ^ / ^ - ^ O r T - '



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting.a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name E x ^ L V) v\ &Jhr\

Address 4 % 1 Cpuf f6WW-f L_A.

City ?WAAAfc \ fK^ State ?A Zip WUi

Email _̂W\\̂ &w% g . /^7fh- p h l W . 0F1

Phone " 2 l S - m S -6W3O ^|g^f



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name A nna Gn, )&?(A -e,r\

Address

City ?

Phone

WciU
\

State pA Zip til 13



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms. .

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name A ^ b i ^ p A f^-V\ UPf_nV/r_<;

Address /T^~z- Er=J^re-Y2-ic/< *??-% :

City^run_^t^ig^-/g>H*/^ State F A Zip M / %7



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts. •

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ^ ^ M A «.^M Y-—-gr» N> v;

Address ( ^ 2-^ ST^^><.\ ^.ic Z ) T -

City -^i4\u^rr^gL^P4->'iA. State P A Zip M | 2 2 .



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name -Aof^ \^ j ^ i O P C

Address / ^ 7 | % \ » & ^ S ^ . I

City ^J6C<1$W^A State ffi\ Zip {^OJ



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Address

City fa

Email

Phone

State / ^
/



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely, •

Name T"jtfp WS L&fa€JQ ^~J/*+< (A<rFAAj»J

Address f Q 3 Y < T A ^ fat* .

City f ^ W W f ^ State 04 ZipfW* - l? -?^

Email 1OH g^ *t tA r) gy Q O )r c o ^ .

Phone ( H ' l r J ' y j f e - 1 ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _



Please send completed card to PennFuturo, 610 N. Third St., Harrisburg, PA 17101 by August 22: we will deliver
to the Environmental Quality Board on your behalf.

I support the DEP's proposed Pennsylvania Mercury Rule!

• Mercury from power plants is toxic. Even small amounts can
harm our most vulnerable: developing babies and children.

• Pennsylvania power plants account for 83% of the state's mer-
cury pollution, and are the second worst in the nation.

• Mercury pollution fails out close to the source, leaving us with
dangerous areas of high contamination near power plants.

• The federal rule fails to protect us, allowing dirty plants to buy
pollution credits from clean ones in other states.

3 Wen ,4-. U/r/me/L
Address:. Adb 1 ) 1 ^ ll&rv (W
City: •hitoUWrtiOSkiAn Zip Code: YH=t3



Please send completed card to PennFuture, 610 N. Third St., Harrisburg, PA 17101 by August 22: we will dellvr
to the Environmental Quality Board on your behalf.

I support the DEP's proposed Pennsylvania Mercury Rule! j

• .. Mercury from power plants is toxic. Eveh%mdll amounts can..,.,. .'"^ I
harm our most vulnerable: developing babies and children.

• Pennsylvania power plants account for 83% of the state's mer- , • |
cury pollution, and are the second worst in the nation. ;

• Mercury pollution falls out close to the source/leaving us with
dangerous areas of high contamination near power plants.

• The federal rule fails to protect us, allowing dirty plants to buy
pollution credits from clean ones in other states.

Name: 5+t jo lw i ic #U,f)e,Y

Address: l60l M±. PIU^AJ Ak.

city Leto&aon Zip Code: /704,2

E-mail: Sre^tanie,» buT/e-r^i) pa . na. cA f\tV* fit)-



Please send completed card to PennFuture, 610 N. Third St., Harrisburg, PA 17101 by August 22: we will deliver
to the Environmental Quality Board on your behalf.

I support the DEP's proposed Pennsylvania Mercury Rule!

• Mercury from power plants is toxic. Even small amounts can
harm our most vulnerable: developing babies and children.

• Pennsylvania power plants account for 83% of the state's mer-
cury pollution, and are the second worst in the nation.

• Mercury pollution falls out close to the source, leaving us with
dangerous areas of high contamination near power plants.

• The federal rule fails to protect us, allowing dirty plants to buy
pollution credits from clean ones in other states.

Name: 1 / 5 ^ UJflrLM£jL

Address: ^° bisi'lkf/ U

' r^hmfWnS-hjUn Zip Code: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

E-mail: f MW 0 Mf,/0&-r



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule, this
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

. Sincerely,

&%%/ '^MONICA 6~ALLW/£®

Cta&OlAbELPHlA State PA Zip / - ? / S ^



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions. .

Thank you;

SincerelL \ \i '

Name ^{to[^\XJ^l^
Address <^7fj^ S. F&l(Lkcft 2^
Ci tvKlk^ ' State ^ Zi, m / V 7



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you

Sincere!

Address

City_

[AkL
i
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name W ^ l ^ ^ / M ^ ^ ^

Address ^ M 4~.. 1 ^ frf •

City_ ^ t U d 4 p K > State ?ft Zip |4l0%



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name J&/&A PbWin9o/

Address I So/\u4~ fe>Js~

City UMlfr*W\- State AM- Zip 01005""

Emair— .



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST, mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely, : .

Name f ^ / ^ j _P__TA //_ &—

Address g<9-7 kl, Lfr&\^&T<t^ /\\t<^

City/U^&JL/W/UW^T State fift Zip /9(9 (QH

Email K/kti & a <£jfCV\Q (D UOJ^AQ iCMtV\ ;

Phone 2J_T- 7 3_ ,~ ? 3 o ^



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. -

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

dOS^pM e (j-trs\ cy c ^ & 7 ^ Ovv^>^>rWV<^

Address, f)Q Lcr\^^ . rt^Uz

City AJj^ l-ffi/e State far- Zip f 9 4 3 f

Phone T(S- B<^rL- %>.4A



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. -

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Address

City

Email

Phone

' /
State PA-" zip Anvf



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you;

Sincerely, ^ \/a^U ^

Name 3 " i *\)AL/iT) £QL-U&TT

Address fpb^ lb\i^ jnrv^H9(K) "%)/<

City qs/ogfttSTS uJU, State f fir Zip }j¥03

Email .JldM&kL^&'/frA&dLaXArk'&tm



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible. .

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name )/} Z2 . 2- 7 7~V~

Address ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ / y y ^ ) ^ ^ <3 J ^ ^

City /^ /^y/yV^r State A ^ Z i p y Y O ^ / - ^ ^ ?

^ y / ^ ^ ^%)Email r? <-//%%<=)-^y<3 ^ ^ /,asX>^cp/y , C2p

Phone . ' • ' •• • . . :W



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sm(^rely,\4^^^< % <O^cy^'

Name SOVPCKW (LCAS •pCX-r"

Address b^.6^ Wof>l\jQ^i\ "He/
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's ralemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Email Qki^JZxw/^ (0^ A^L^J^^/yn , G^/X^i^

Phone %-/r 9 6f CRT) Clx^jM%6 )



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name /[UusiLL.

Address f?6 /d(/AJ6 w&.-

City ^ ^ / ^ State ^ f Zip / fW7

Email u £q'Jfg/f/Q UdJwfl .jjp/K

Phone aif-3 2l'-0f92L



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you;

Sincerely,

Name

Address
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you;

Name O U Z A A M . QK-JL^OMPI I
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f
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you;

Sincerely,

Name K&Vl'h Cfjtywjt

Address fl3fl fW^TV P r
City \Jp%f CUw&ltr State »|L Zip i?^)%lL

Email frCr&G< Wf | J 0 fH)j, Cn/W,

Phone \ 8 0 ^ 9 1 - « 5 S



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Address (g ( C/Z^yVfipvPY lO^^C^
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you:

Sincerely,

Name

Address

City

Email'

Phone
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name 5vWbf%A <ZT. FLW-G jJ

Address )2_| :\AJl /1/W , pL^fSShJOT\ fic'pT o l

City P H- ( UA J) ̂ _ P -fit A State p A— Zip 1 ? ) / ?
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To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name Kf.H,/ 1 % f f j T

Address ^/3-t 9 flrp Sf

City (phiU^ofphu, State (fif Zip RlV ~/

Email K~£f)$}"&T ® 4 / 5 m ^ i 11 Q CO tJ • C d ^

Phone 3pa HVfc 7 ^ 3



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing What is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you;

Sincerely, .

Name V *U & # A / P/%.f C ^ E T T _ _ _ _ _

Address 1 M M/t/M- ST

City / M 6 ^ State / ^ Zip / ^ ^

Email ^ & & r 3 3 3 / V , y a A04. C/W

Phone 2L/5T 614 6 If 6 ^



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to cleanup toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ^TV. ' \ /d^\7tH^ V • ' ^ ^ v H ~ 7

Address

City

Email

Phone

. State Zip \<*



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-spe'cific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ^ U . I^^9i< ,9^ V ^ ^ \ W

Address ?,( '4_A%o<\W U GLL

City &],^b_^ .State Q/r %p 7 ^ 4 ^

E m a i l •. '



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury, They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. -

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Address Hi,S C e ~ v V p ^ \ A ^ g

City L c p ^ y ^ r <, „ ^ ^ ^ p t t s y ^ State Qpr~ Zip \c\QgJ

Phone Zl\S--l\U*-T%1X



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This .
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Address & fit'G&jR'6F. PLACZ
City_PHtU .to* PA. Zm/^/f^



To the Environmental Quality Board

1 fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of '
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name CTQjLt?

Address = ? / f df\ f ^ / f 6*%

City < T j , / 7 ^ < , / j , < /&X? State / % ? Zip ,/'Pi%:,7<P

Email 6~&2. aAQ)/?? *?Ji > C & *7 •

Phone <6/<7 - d 6 J J P - <Z zTdTZT



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule, rfully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to cleanup toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name 77%f MCSu^tP/1/- hAM/l /
Address3̂ 1 ̂ t^CQ./) Z)f?lV£
CtotyPPLSY Stated? Zip /9O6 7



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

NameSu-P VJkVl&g

Address ̂ X^J^lf- (*aM NF̂ feSSJ m\SM^
C i t v ^ . ^ \ \ ^ State fifr . Zip j ^ g - 7

PhoneA##=B3&



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are. well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name *>~»* ^°'**n.Ah

Address <V~* A«l U*»t .

City

Email

Phone

, 4- DfcS

^ . ; ,

State Zip lilt r



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you:

Sincerely,

Name kpfU F n & A ^

Address (jkU^ OL\VYQ741 ^ f e C j j ^

City p ^ m j h — Statef ^ Zip /JQ/^

Email i y ^ m J ^ ( M D ^ / W l . (L^^

Phone Wo &, (/O O&) 6 ^



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental, organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name 1^/C 71OU/3A ?1OS fA/KFL1/

Address g 3 T LtSLIt LA Nt
City EL US BELL state fA zb / # %



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible.

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name f^PlTP/LtEfi' ^f?/Ct
Address .Sty/? X/MfiSCN' GOO/tT

atoW/t-ESTbudn .to* PA " 7*1296/



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you; .

Sincerely,

Name /^LFyfefl k\ ^i£rjTS-. _T7f.

Address (Tf^g &LUe (T#U/<0// ^D :

City C<Dof£>4<?6uit6r State fA Zip /&d>S C

Email f^exOAA\LL-0S<? G-tyluiyiLu^ • M&T ; ;

Phone CiO f ^ ^ - 3 " Z - ^ "? . .



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name . J u ^ A H Qu^ U J .

Address 4(% (\) L&^/^n^'S^

City PW'6(M(lN/0 State (A Zip M O j

Email tfCJud *>/Q & ko^nn&i I • fc^o



To the Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the DEP's rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you: . .

Sincerely,

Name .J&clyn her? t^btfinn ;

Address 11 ?op)^ / Lqn? •

City b o y W o w n State PA Zip 'ftiOJ

Email jotclyrJ&cc @ j-m-l-̂ ml . Corv>

Phone O£-A U S - *ttMM ^



I urge you to continue your work to protect the health of babies by opposing HB 2610
and SB 1201 aimed at stopping the Pennsylvania Mercury Rule. I fully support the DEP's
rulemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it implemented as soon as
possible. • • .

HB 2610 and SB 1201 do nothing to clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mercury reductions for decades.
The illegal federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury contamination
near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing what is
affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Please oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 which would block a Pennsylvania Mercury Rule.

Thank you.

Sincerely, :

Name ^ CfAW K̂ Y%^(\y

Address "~X ^ 2 "^TX^o^^sr-g^ f ^ ^ U f^ .

City (VVo t V ^ State PA- Zip 1, j ^ V ^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name (jbtjjLtyU, ~&QMAA*L4CM

Address 3%Y& P. ftWf'ofcctCe, gof>

City fdtJLjUwU SjU/he State fi4 zip l?073

Email Cflrfk***. LoJ^h^cL & W/*Ac*Af &U+

Phone Qd^3SZ-'C79'J



M y 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name K h j Q ^ jv%r/^rh\/

Address 1^0^ *piW, A l/.f

City J-)Or<S h(% M State "P/4- zip | q ^ L y

Email 4 4 A : ( g / " l 6 ? 0 y^l^CP'Gor^ _______
7

Phone . ^ K - G 1 - H - I <>&5



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date.plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you. ,

Sincerely,

Name jD^A^_ L^A/rd^S

Address \t> &-y ( U P S .

City G r ^ V o L ^ State P l ^ Zip ^ 9 ^ 7 6 "

Email • .

Phone fa'SN 5-7(8 OGO



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83. percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ow4>^H% IF'
Address l ^ l T <>, |6?(i <h>H Avd

City Upry^ j ^ Y t , ^ State ^ Zip \40f2__

Email CtiuSloM?^^ £> fQ^Lfi^(^t~

Phone [p[Q y Z - G Q



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name J A<- a -n hj i ( < .1 < ' ' ; :

Address 3 a fs H An A y u / i /c /V •z

City P^ f A , State ?*.. Zip / I / ?_&

Phone 2_rsr. T~JQ- •3-'7 t 2. .



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Address %1 ds/gTk.'l) C\co\<^

C i t y J V d ^ State fA Zip 1?6&3

Email n tTS\ CkWet? 17Vdk (R AA1. [0/ti

Phone fo\0-'505-0t?Hl _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ ^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name i_

Address ^3fM^C
City (A/£j//M~fr^ State r^l Zip }$Qt?*6>



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms. * >

Thank you.
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July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are1 now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name

Address

City

Email

Phone

/
State ^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ( j 7 Q O " ^ O g ~ 1 ArT<g~

Address " ^ A ^ ^ ^ l%uz^ W " ~

y \ fe f^^ State ^Ar- Zip t^OiO^y

Phone [p(0 [Q ^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

/f;ci( ̂  J^nC //, 6 fS ̂  WJT|̂  \/\
Address //Z3 QjWim fl/J-
Citvkial (kifwMi State &t Zip 19C&&

Email rich\cK0)rJnt^(Q^ Cjp\. C$ ^

phone ^ ; - c 9 7 V - / D 6 f f



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name /(\\\T Rtbf A

Address W t f b w W % '

City T k & State ^K Zip R1 iSk



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ^"7k* /a^ T7 / V / ^ / ^ g / 777

Address J &

City /^iaoftt State /* Zip /<%?6"3

Email /-//" /.ke~*J (^L^afrv^r/~- t« e- J"

Phone / / ^ ~<T£C-t-4t"7^^'



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name T S l D&H 7 , -4>f) nS>0 A

Address 2~o ~Z- YoR^TOoOhJ r^

Citv3%Wy/J Stated Zip )^5l7:



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name /fXz* /g^X /\//^£uyA

Address # T V Alonrot, / % < .

City (r/^ij/Wg, State 0 T Zip /?O3p-



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

W. gftnao/J
Address */f ^ ^t<W -*"«#l tftfo

City /W%A l ^ . State f*A . Zip |96l .^

g.> M»'Sjf6 ' %LH



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name CAEVBggOn
Address 3 7 9 WVN&MO&iL "£T)

City ^PpthCrf=IP[-^S State F%- Zip / l O . 1 /

Phone 610-5^5-^057



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Address y tutus' L
rpA- ap f9#6s

UUdfsWu.

Phone ^(t> -fLL'0311



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name

Address

City

Phone

z.
Alt
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July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name //ytfa/t,.r flflfi&AL
Address Sd3 M^Act^A/ $?:

City / 7EQZ* State PA Zip / ? 4 r ?

Email Hfi>Alte<?Q_A4l'*C&n

GtfiWiWSfr



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name fj * I JA u f? /*

Address /^-1 «g" 6^1^ A^^Hnf

City /4/1 <? <l , g State ( / ^ Zip l?6&3

6 I o - f̂ ^ -0/ /5



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name / PQ, JcsS^Mf^

Address fft A^k^^dv U^<

City /&St_ V U k u State / % Zip #<?Gj2

Email ^ r d W kf & WaUcib - ODh

Phone (QCQ S~<QT ^ 0 Y 5



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name Ahdt~£&~- Szti)££y^^ p ? v

Address V%^ M/.^W?a*f^_

C i t y _ ^ ^ A M d ^ State ?/4- Zip / ? / / 9



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays'mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Address

CiiySfajJko^ State ^ Zip / < % % ?



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

TkkrS
Address g"2 1 MC&A[§*J t-**»uL

City VJgS*- CX^t^CY- State ?A Zip /4- fF2



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Address £Q1

City M GDf'A State PA Z i p / ^ 0 6 3



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name jp>A &̂ **c I ^M-^ S t1*-^ C u y

Address

City

Email

Phone

4 1 * />• Iff**?

State

<>

PA Zip



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name \ZC^ ^JV/A/^d

Address -TZT^ / / ST^T* -^f

City /#*£> /» State_Q Zip ' $ * (3

Email ~Se**i/'£//@2 f*€-fl/)fo, fJu/y£C C^^

Phone *V*- . r / ^ 'Z*^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that'
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name

Address -?<V?<f fi*> ^ - ^ ^

City 1

Email

Phone

7

State X ^ , Zip



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name /f*/)/6/4/(j) / " /f / / / -

Address #» ^/>^/C ft/)

City AfEf) //f State PA. Zip /?&& j?

Email ' •

Phone £/6- <T^.<r~ KTR^S



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ^Jfa^A* &^L Aqaj^S

Address "^SS ViusU jMUlI ^cl

C i t y \ / U l ^ / A ) ^ State ?A Zip HO^W

Email eXt^c^^Jti* QJ&CKOS Q> V g c ^ e> < Cxrw .̂

Phone K / A .



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. , -

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ^g jv \ 5*\U p e ^ C "

Address I H [^ ^ o V ^ f a * c d 5"K ' Aph*3-
City P W a f W ^ L V State (P/ Zip M ^ 6

Email <^j/\k.ShL'rt)unl< RJ Q^flifl *cov^

Phone ^ 9 - ( % 7 - 6 Y ^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

^ ^ OÂ Ci (^^n)
Address 5T\S.^> hfc*~&-{ f \ v < -
C i t v ? \ < ^ Stated Zip | 9 / V 5

Email ni%r<Sk-Lk/S ( g V^kcc, C<3û -x

Phone o^~? ^C?C o ? / ^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name W ^ - C \ A ^ Q w ^

Address %> I ^ V) J )^5 r ^ " W ^ O ^ > T

City | \XEDA State t X Zip I ^ f r b S

Email YV\^^C^^rtcv4-cCg> O(b(AAa^% ,̂ <\£$^-

Phone & P ^ 6 ^ ? - ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely, ,

Name yyV^^^k/ / j^4T4
Addressc3/I %5, O //>£_ S>T
city MefKs aw, f 4 zm /%63

Email (̂  r e u u ^ e-gLr#\3ndsfa6^ * CLo^

Phone 6,fn fSAA 0 7 3 2 ^ _____



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ftJJf] pWf^

Address

City QVfrgWetfi State f&t Zip t)Cf$g



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you. sbjfah
Sincerely,

Address V H ^ ^ ^ ^ - A ^ ^

6i€\*(Jl< Stated %X4O&fCity



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts,

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms. ,

Thank you.

Sincerely,

MciiM. /ifO/UrAA/

Address f ^ l I 1wli*rt ^S%

City OrttittX

slopo 0yaloo.*
State /ffl _Zip /&%r



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in me
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

jPKafrkyou.

Stacerely,

Name r^lou^^^ / ^ ^ H ^ v

Address

City ̂ H ^ X . &££ State P/h Zip / f t > Z - 6

Phone Ltd ~r 6^'6-iT^^O



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

{h(L -Ajuada.

Address ;&%Z- /9/U7

City / i ^ ^ / ^ m State ^ / ) - Zip /%>/V

Email /)A-A^^/i/Aw (^ L /^ / /K ,^ ro /^

Phone ^ / ^ & 7 V - / ^ " ^ ^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and- "&
trade mechanisms. t.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name /^/v^r^r A ^ ^ j ? ^

Address Y X » %_ S ) ^ f" ^Cxi ^

^ A
City yJY^rP^p/)i(_ X& State Zip / 9 ^ ) ^ ^

Phone C lL^ ) / ^^7^4 -



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest .
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Address ^7 7_)_T C XM / I z 6 ( ^ ^ _ ^ r\

City / i L & i ^ State /-\/^ Zip/9// y

Email jQaop- . ^Oyin($ ( Q \fPf i>.Qf\ » ptQ>/ ;

Phone ^ f < cZx^'y .4iA4p/



To the Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the DEP's ralemaking on reducing mercury emissions and want to see it
implemented as soon as possible. ..

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high
mercury contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead
of doing what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the SECOND WORST mercury polluters in the
country and are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth;

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to move ahead with drafting a state-specific rule. This
rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included industry, health groups,
environmental organizations, and experts. I support the.state-specific rule that does not
rely on trading to reduce mercury emissions.

Thank you:

Sincerely,

Name * T # % ^ f)/L_ ^ ^ % ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^

Address 4 ^ ^ "?^ aAuv ^ .

,"^M^K^G_ s^ F/f Zip 79^^^

b m a i i >__



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up4o-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included ;
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name' »|J^W ^ M b ^ T / V ^ ^ /%6f/L

Address /(/.[? £Jg-,_9r '& Zjrvym &W6T

City(pMl/rO^<?/yy9- State/39- Zip / 9 / / ^

Email b V v ^ - b \L\1 G>. g o l - CdAi ' '

Phone ^ 2 ) r ^ ; L ^ /?Y _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home. .

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included •,
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincere!

Name K_-?.\/ )rrA,.L_ V o\^..x
Address

• 1 ^ T p — - - — \yc_J3 ' ^ /\

CitvV^^v^^./C^ State V^V ZiP If tyjfaC

Email - /^(^ll thip; , (jaK C<^^^-< " ' ^ ?•
Phone l ^ ^ O ^ - S f . S - / y ^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name Sr.-fP CAA

Address

City ^

Email

Phone

h*\ A si Ayo ,-y It

State fA Zip



M y 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home. .

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

n^?^ (T%w\
Address ^ 0 ^ 9 r /3)(A94c?K l ^ c )

City F^IO_ State ? / 4 Zip 1 ^ ) ^ / ^

Phone c^T-cZ//P^ /(^9/f



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name \j?A/?X.

Address ^ / t a O A ( / ^ ^

City f W U ^ k l d State f9t Zin % 9

Email ,0P76W5/^Y^^^^^^^ — —



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name N̂> uSaA L M e.

Address ^QOt U:i^~faw f£#r . . .

City ^ L L U ^ L ^ State ? A ' Zip /9//<f

Email SiASan e b A ^f fa) verl-un*. neSld

Phone £IS:~ ay-X-OGfj



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rale sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. •

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name y j U )-(lK(% ff^O <J>S></!*<-

Address / •} hl> A^icU^P^ Sf .

City tl^lo^oidpUch State M Zip / °l 19 C

Email ll-y Qv4 t'^)^ V.i c ( g y(*Mo0

Phone J Q . ^ - JL^f^- G 9 4 4"



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rale of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. •

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name fefef N ^ » < ^
Address 5 1 1 •'<> 1 5 ^ « T . A p 4 - , 1 ^
City HMcJUfku State # Zip (°)1<O

Email pflv fek> V7 O (*^ \cA> h0tC0rt

Phone f ^ l ) S j ) - < l 7 (



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,l y , I • • •

Ad^s 9si3-riofr *4.

City fUa<Wfko\ State Pft Zipl^M

Email t?^^WvNA0\;3Se(W\dQbp(TfV^M- COTf\

Phone %S9OY<?SV%



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name X-Y^L- / / mxg_S^

Address /O(?f ^ / ^ y / / 7 ^ C< ̂  ^ -

City /Uict^boh " . State TA~ Zip / f Lh ^

Email /4^^///^/)/f^ ^ / d / / n ^ / f f r/pm^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rale of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home. . . .

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name f23%u,^ ZZc/c

Address 4?f5 5,/^>^%^^,x<^

City ^ M ^ /&%>%/ State / % f Zip / % ; ? %

Email $Qtf£IX\«> (g) LtMiiMj^r- = :—_

Phone CslU> l*)X Uj*L~l .



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. .

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you. .

Sincerely,

Name /\/!f\ CrbX"^ / \ \ Ik.

Address 3 3 5 j). Mi A ' I ^ - A Q C L

City %\\<%Mpl{LC\ ' State T A Zip (<jUl

Email Croxa^n ^ fi a6^ Cd(v\



.July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ClhJDj .kficz-en-'
Address H.'b1? G)f-t4t\ L-L—

City ft kl j(A.(Ulfj K,l(^ State f 'ft Zip / 'j^'

<?.i< n^mo



July 2006 '

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name O^fV^W- f\&Qsy\

Address ^ 3 ^ T ^ i L/L ^ "^

City Y & ^ / ^ / 7 / ^ / State ^ f Zip/%/%P

Email .

Phone d?/^- 4fo-lZ3Q



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home. ' .

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. '

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Sincerely, Q .•

Name\N(%l ^ A- M ^ C(UK_

Address S^ 4 k) . ^ 6 0 ^ 0 ^ ^ ) ^ AV<>

City/jO//f?' [M&US State P^ Zip I °l ^S H

Email ujn\c'-fO';Lgr) t/a/izGr),hTf^r

Phone ^ / ^ 6^?4\ ( / O ? l



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Address 2-& 2. £ ) K ^ / $

City Pk/ /d /{J^Lf State ^A Zip / 4 /34^ '

phone ^ c ^ o ; ^ ; ? / " /
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came gut of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

if^u

Address" jT 3 3 ST & y / W L ^ ^^TT^e^S

_Zip/^y)/

Email $r>lLf£ rzftj.fttf.j



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from uprto-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups;, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ^ / # Y \ L

Address A^5 ^ f ^ ^ ^ O

Citv^VISbULf 0__ State f i ^ Zip 1 ^ % ^
OL/ctKclDeS cLoLccw,

Phone ^ ^ \ S - 6"74 -O 966



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, arid experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name " " " ^ ^ ^

/%^^>^

^ State / ^ f Zip / % / ^ ^

Email f^Y/^, ^ 6 ^ Y - S ) / ^ / / ^ / ^ . ^ ^ l _ /

Phone ^ / ^4 rg^^^Z^^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date-plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

¥
Address^?S ^ p T t n ^ L^yvC-

i^WWklclM^^yf^ State r ? / ^ Z i p / ^ O ' ^City.

Phone Z|S'-$36-4(|Oy



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ZTdhh Per <&USo^

Address (o IS CAr^\//9
City Q o C M y ^ ^ e ^ l A ^ State ffi Zip l . ^ S ^

^
C|0 32( oz&r-
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups^ environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ixUfiM (of)OqUM

Address ^ |o( ^lA/YV/Vu^^ /̂ /̂ __ AyTT"B 1/7

C i t y ^ y ^ A i ^ . State p^— Zip )4f?6)

Email 1 tA^ff/yrMM P7- ^ h • ^ •

Phone "M'S- X 3 ^ - Z.^43
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely, . . .

Name »_%%\ ^ f j u » ^ L.A/6 ZS [i/^/^T^^

Address 7fcfofr 6>f^ t f c^ fi~/e^ ' ~j H ~H~
City_ /^A,/a . , State / i L - Zip /9 / /2T"

Phone $LLC- £LHtl-'-&yg~of'



M y 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

gojartz—

^ ^ _ iW^ j^-Vf'
State p t Zip ^1 j / f"
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July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions^ and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits fromup-to-date.plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. . . s ' .-

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that-
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank.you.

Sincerely,

^ ^ \ A ^ ^ W i ( -
Address

City Ai

Email

Phone £

State zip 140&K
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

'iMJh
Address/ / i3w4-t
City Z ^ ^ a < f ^ ( * ^ ^ State ( ^ - Zip M ^ &

Email . .
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, arid experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

lsj)]iM)Z*

Address %%&_ £c4( fcp'cW 61 .
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July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name

Address

City

Email

Phone

(J

. State f% Zip



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home. "

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

/%&&% / % ^

Address

City//

Email

Phone

3o
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July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name f4 <\v<-TVitt-t &c Q t U i =

Address SFjS'S {K$>\/k.\*~X VJOeiKv

City " P ^ \ X ^ x ^ ^ ^ l ^ Stae )̂v>&\. Zip H i % (
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M y 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible,

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely, •

Address # 6 o f 7%Mf A/CC 7>/W^

^ /^l/^/^/? s%te /%) Zip / ? f 2 8
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home. .

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with '
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.,

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Address 3%? L A i / ' / ^ ^ m ^ ^ / f _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Cftv AltHi \JM ' y State ^ Zip /f^

Email /^y ^ / » ^(fl^ / ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^

^r-^f/^^f7



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems,-since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that'
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name\#mt %RnY/_

Address ^ 1 % Chlirr^ W

City H ^ f i W State pA" Zip ^ Y Y ^

Phone 215-^%-^-?^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name \j /M)

Address 3#? W. m ^ ^ ( ^ ^ 4 . / W

City k )*/&[• IMfl&A;. m State W~ Z ip /9^

Phone 3IS-(,<?(?-6J97



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the .
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Address S / 5 S ^ ' ^ l ^ A /L^jVl^

City ^ A / a</tt<^FCrr- ^ State ^ f " Zip / f < 0 25>1gr'

^ ^ 5 ^ 1 ^ -



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Address % > C J ? ' &/%;s

City !R(_Cr State K Zip/?/yj>

Email / ^ / E T 2 <3 era/, C^<^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the. illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

•Sincerely,

Name 0 lifyj^f^ — —
Address 4)4)^(9 ^^A^CPCI / h / t_ r

City / A & State / M Zip /1T/f?>

Email /4(cMJ} lz<fff 0 > IXbrYZĝ L̂  k,J0

Phone l\^--y\l-'D(\\~Z*



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. '

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state^specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name ^/6f=25%/ /<$D#W/C%X ^

Address ^43f- /l^?y2%^<^?

City ,7%^^/zy//TS'C<y7y State B & ' Zip //^^RK'

Phone ^/^"-(ggy-CSSn



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth: The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth. „

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name '

Address

City

J(G%_

HCR
m-L

) ^ i~ lk . lKl^ ^OUJiU_ State KA L _Zip_ f\QH£

M±



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-arid-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name rthCW- UDfY)DA_(jombi

Address •C^1?lo Z-YC-

Citv^^pl^iy Ŷ  State p / ^ Zip / 9 / Z 6 ^

Email ^-fMnwVfy^ W p/ft\(ia%b, n <rhr
Phone ^\<^^-0itO



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted in 2005 to allow the DEP to move ahead with
drafting a state-specific rule. This rule came out of .a lengthy stakeholders process that
included industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name L e ^ - CX3Qfj£>

Address EfJS ? <^ yV^(Tkx_J^c}^ ^ _ \

City P K ^ C ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ State f / 4 - %p M/Yg'



M y .2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in. the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies ̂ .ave the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

/b%:%%y / / /5f7%%^

Address %3W
City /^/e/L6f_-776 / / ? ^ State / % Zip / f 4<<f<Z2

Email ' ' ^

Phone 6/S'f4&'/4£j-



• July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

j^M • o

Y ^ ,

Ci^*£%£6<U*-~/t^-* Stated. Zip/?yW

Phone 6/fP- 9Kf-/9(S"^



M y 2006.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rale of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
. reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury

contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

<-?'"' The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came put of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I suppor t the state-specific rule to reduce mercu ry emissions without using cap-and-
t r a d e m e c h a n i s m s .

Thank you.

Sincerely, ,

Name K ^ ^ 6 0 7̂ T>% r -^ _

Address 0?ZO " i W i c K t r W ^ ^ I X O .

City /<L_w^ )T>, State fgV- Zip 1 9 0 3

Email f t v £=><=> ttT>&<r* <^L C o m <LP» S.T- r s k -̂y

Phone 2.19 - ^ ^ _ U » ^ ^ ^



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name YV^N&J&^Uv Y j ^ L

Address d>\ (oCPJkj^'^-Jr&sk

C i t y & k ^ J W x / w - . State ̂ L Zip \P\D5^

Email \vi\rTh>A-$g) ynsfri c&ws

Phone aK^Sb-^T-



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I fully support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Address/^/? ^ / ^ /4(Ag

f/Crika. V ScLundtr-rJ

City_ 7h;i*- _Bt zip /9/1/y

Email Cn%e\ \<X.\\ \ie <, 'Q, €$[ . Cocr\

Phone r9 i< - R^^j- m y f f



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts.

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

.g^ms. A I fAcHT'

Address 9 00 CJLJ^AAMI KJ

City ?-L»l*<L-lrl»+- State ? 4 - Zip / ^/2-F

Email ^^^gw w v i A ' . 5tA.sgi n"ft-^ g.'K (^ WLSH, O>>*J

Phone '.•'LK-Wl-ilK



July 2006

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Quality Board

I folly support the proposed rule of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
reduce mercury emissions, and I want to see it implemented as soon as possible.

The DEP rule is needed because the illegal federal rule is inadequate and delays mercury
reductions for decades. The federal rule sets up a trading scheme resulting in high mercury
contamination near power plants that buy credits from up-to-date plants, instead of doing
what is affordable and possible here at home.

Pennsylvania power plants are now the second worst mercury polluters in the country and
are responsible for 83 percent of mercury emissions released in the air in the
Commonwealth. The health effects of mercury are well known; babies have the highest
risk of lifetime health problems, since mercury can destroy their developing brains and
neurological systems both before and after birth.

The Environmental Quality Board voted to allow the DEP to move ahead with drafting a
state-specific rule. This rule came out of a lengthy stakeholders process that included
industry, health groups, environmental organizations, and experts. .

I support the state-specific rule to reduce mercury emissions without using cap-and-
trade mechanisms.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Name J ks* J I lU-cH

Address ?QO CxtUJA*! RJ

City Ptv iUi j fW State P4- Zip MlZ_fP

E m a i l \^VJIAJ , S> k $A H 4 ~ r ^ c k ~ (ft *H. I Ji ' Qo ^\ [

Phone 2-ltZ~-<hf'Z-%/l\



Please send completed card to PannFuture, 610.N. Third St., Harrtsburg. PA 17-101

Legislation aimed at stopping DEP's Pennsylvania Mercury Rule
is harmful! I oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 because:

• These bills won't clean up toxic mercury. Instead, they require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mer-
cury reductions for decades and allows mercury hotspots near
dirty power plants to continue.

• Pennsylvania power plants are now the nation's 2nd worst mer-
cury polluters and make 83% of mercury air pollution in the

• Babies are at high risk of lifetime problems from mercury — it
can destoy their developing brains before and after birth.

Name: LJA^K YY\.G^\QJtt

Address: ''lib U YV^CL^CO^^ (^U •

City: ^M/LfUu^ Zip Code: / % 2 b

E-mail: Chhfi^r* ArKfo £VatODsPQtlU? -CJhn^



PleasesendcompletedrarttoPannFuture, 610 N. Third St., Harrisburg, PA 17101

Legislation aimed at stopping DEP's Pennsylvania Mercury Rule
is harmful! I oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 because:

• These bills won't clean up toxic mercury. Instead, they require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mer-
cury reductions for decades and allows mercury hotspots near
dirty power plants to continue.

• Pennsylvania power plants are now the nation's 2nd worst mer-
cury polluters and make 83% of mercury air pollution in the

• Babies are at high risk of lifetime problems from mercury — it
can destroy their developing brains before and after birth.

%*&d U\A/WrW
Address: \b%O^AtTC\[ Wu

City:fWk(M{W(4 Zip Code: W ^ b

I: fA^d' l \ / l i ; t^r lQUtW]41 r Wi4



Please send completed card to PennFuture, 610 N. Thirti St., Harrisbuig, PA 17101

Legislation aimed at stopping the DEP's Pennsylvania Mercury
Rule is harmful! I oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 because:

> These bills won't clean up toxic mercury. They instead require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mer-
cury reductions for decades, creating a trading scheme allow-
ing mercury hotspots near dirty power plants to continue.

• Pennsylvania power plants are now the 2nd worst mercury pol-
luters in the country, and put out 83% of mercury to our air.

» Babies are at high risk of lifetime health problems from mercury,
since it can destroy their developing brains and neurological
systems both before and after birth.

Name: %6_C Y \̂ \ L w O

Address: 2JJ-\ SCQ<PVV\I w^J6&
City: ^ b v i W ^ r Zip Code: \ ^ Q 0 2__

E-mail: V>Lc\n\S ^ %J3 0VA^A-9x-V^A-n %\^k



Please send completed card to PennFuture, 610 N. Third St., Hanrieburg, PA 17101

Legislation aimed at stopping DEP's Pennsylvania Mercury Rule
is harmful! I oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 because:

• These bills won't clean up toxic mercury. Instead, they require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mer-
cury reductions for decades and allows mercury hotspots near
dirty power plants to continue.

• Pennsylvania power plants are now the nation's 2nd worst mer-
cury polluters and make 83% of all mercury air pollution in the

• Babies are at high risk of lifetime problems from mercury — it
can destroy their developing brains both before and after birth.

^ ^

Address: M $ M f ^ t j f c j ^ ^ ^

City: ~f\fluf€>W% " ^ Zip Code: / g I'jb



Pleasassnd completed card loPennFutura, 610 N. Third St., Harrlsburg, PA 17101

Legislation aimed at stopping DEP's Pennsylvania Mercury Rule
is harmful! I oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 because:

• These bills won't clean up toxic mercury. Instead, they require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mer-
cury reductions for decades and allows mercury hotspots near
dirty power plants to continue.

• Pennsylvania power plants are now the nation's 2nd worst mer-
cury polluters and make 83% of all mercury air pollution in the

• Babies are at high risk of lifetime problems from mercury — it
can destroy their developing brains both before and after birth.

Name: 7^(C A '" UtJ^t m<^^

Address: (O 3 • S' • //&C £rt^/ fi+-

City: tin* UH( J>4 Zip Code: JWXX

E-mail: P*icA / W(k<Um.&>t~ (6? 4& l/Jly/Z<?~h , h€"£



Please send completed cart to PonnFuture, S10 N. Third St., Hartsburg. PA 17101

Legislation aimed at stopping DEP's Pennsylvania Mercury Rule
is harmful! I oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 because:

• These bills won't clean up toxic mercury. Instead, they require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mer-
cury reductions for decades and allows mercury hotspots near
dirty power plants to continue.

• Pennsylvania power plants are now the nation's 2nd worst mer-
cury polluters and make 83% of all mercury air pollution in the

• Babies are at high risk of lifetime problems from mercury — it
can destroy their developing brains both before and after birth.

Name:

Address:

City:

E-mail:

J
Zip Code:

\ntb



Please rand completed cardto PonnFuturo. 610 N. Third St., Hatrisburg, PA 17101

Legislation aimed at stopping DEP's Pennsylvania Mercury Rule
is harmful! I oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 because:

• These bills won't clean up toxic mercury. Instead, they require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mer-
cury reductions for decades and allows mercury hotspots near
dirty power plants to continue.

• Pennsylvania power plants are now the nation's 2nd worst mer-
cury polluters and make 83% of all mercury air pollution in the

• Babies are at high risk of lifetime problems from mercury — it
can destroy their developing brains both before and after birth.

: DUMFL &
Address: W tofrv4&Gbv^ ]WU fa.
City: k ^ ^ U T L / 0 ZipCode: ( M %

E-mail:



Please send completed card to PennFuture, 610 N. Thirci SI., Hanisburg, PA 17101

Legislation aimed at stopping DEP's Pennsylvania Mercury Rule
is harmful! I oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 because:

• These bills won't clean up toxic mercury. Instead, they require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mer-
cury reductions for decades and allows mercury hotspots near
dirty power plants to continue.

• Pennsylvania power plants are now the nation's 2nd worst mer-
cury polluters and make 83% of all mercury air pollution in the

• Babies are at high risk of lifetime problems from mercury — it
can destroy their developing brains both before and after birth.

U^ jL
Address: | M ^ %J S^tfaV

City: Pk\UAoh^Xfr Zip Code: (4 (4%



Please send completed card 1o PennFuture, 61 ON. Third St.. Harrlsburg, PA 17101

Legislation aimed at stopping DEP's Pennsylvania Mercury Rule
is harmful! I oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 because:

• These bills won't clean up toxic mercury. Instead, they require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mer-
cury reductions for decades and allows mercury hotspots near
dirty power plants to continue.

• Pennsylvania power plants are now the nation's 2nd worst mer-
cury polluters and make 83% of all mercury air pollution in the

• Babies are at high risk of lifetime problems from mercury — it
can destroy their developing brains both before and after birth.

Name: Q 3vO i cL Q x / p

Address: .233.1 N- S^-AA-
City: Fklxtklfka- ffft Zip Code: |°)f3> f

E-mail: njcA^jpO^ ipx.ll djf^yjfit -hd~



. Please send completed card to PannFuluro, 610 N. Third SI., Hardsburg, PA 17101

Legislation aimed at stopping DEP's Pennsylvania Mercury Rule
is harmful! I oppose HB 2610 and SB 1201 because:

• These bills won'tclean up toxic mercury. Instead, they require
Pennsylvania to follow an illegal federal rule that delays mer-
cury reductions for decades and allows mercury hotspots near
dirty power plants to continue.

• Pennsylvania power plants are now the nation's 2nd worst mer-
cury polluters and make 83% of all mercury air pollution in the

• Babies are at high risk of lifetime problems from mercury — it
can destroy their developing brains both before and after birth.
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I support the DEP's proposed Pennsylvania Mercury Rule!

• Mercury from power plants is toxic. Even small amounts can
harm our most vulnerable: developing babies and children.

• Pennsylvania power plants account for 83% of the state's mer-
cury pollution, and are the second worst in the nation.

• Mercury pollution falls out close to the source, leaving us with
dangerous areas of high contamination near power plants.

• The federal rule fails to protect usfallowing dirty plants to buy
pollution credits from clean ones in other states.
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I support the DEP's proposed Pennsylvania Mercury Rule!

• Mercury from power plants is toxic. Even small amounts can
harm our most vulnerable: developing babies and children.

• Pennsylvania power plants account for 83% of the state's mer-
cury pollution, and are the second worst in the nation.

• Mercury pollution falls out close to the source, leaving us with
dangerous areas of high contamination near power plants.

• The federal rule fails to protect us, allowing dirty plants to buy
pollution credits from clean ones in other states.
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I support the DEP's proposed Pennsylvania Mercury Rule!

• Mercury from power plants is toxic. Even small amounts can
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• Pennsylvania power plants account for 83% of the state's mer-
cury pollution, and are the second worst in the nation.
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dangerous areas of high contamination near power plants.

• The federal rule fails to protect us, allowing dirty plants to buy
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• Mercury from power plants is toxic. Even small amounts can
harm our most vulnerable: developing babies and children.

• Pennsylvania power plants account for 83% of the state's mer-
cury pollution, and are the second worst in the nation.

••» Mercury pollution falls out close to the source, leaving us with
dangerous areas of high contamination near power plants.

• The federal rule fails to protect us, allowing dirty plants to buy
pollution credits from clean ones in other states.
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I support the DEP's proposed Pennsylvania Mercury Rule!

Mercury from power plants is toxic. Even small amounts can
harm our most vulnerable: developing babies and children.
Pennsylvania power plants account for 83% of the state's mer-
cury pollution, and are the second worst in the nation.
Mercury pollution falls out close to the source, leaving us with
dangerous areas of high contamination near power plants.
The federal rule fails to protect us, allowing dirty plants to buy
pollution credits from clean ones in other states.
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• Mercury from power plants is toxic. Even small amounts can
harm our most vulnerable: developing babies and children.

• Pennsylvania power plants account for 83% of the state's mer-
cury pollution, and are the second worst in the nation.

• Mercury pollution falls out close to the source, leaving us with
dangerous areas of high contamination near power plants.

• The federal rule fails to protect us, allowing dirty plants to buy
pollution credits from clean ones in other states.
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